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ABSTRACT
The making of art should not be isolated from the idea of its audiences who make
the artwork complete. However, it might end up as something insincere if one tries to
please their audience too much. When an artist initiates a conversation with an audience,
they must not be overwhelmed by the idea of appealing to them. I used this principle
throughout the process of making my thesis film, Hold Me, which depicts my experience
of coming-out to my mother, and our confrontations afterward. The film traces my life
trajectory from my childhood until now, and illustrates how I started to appreciate the
love and expectations I received from my mother, and reconciled the conflicts between
us. In this work, I applied many different techniques like 2D hand-drawn animation,
pixilation and live action footage. By mixing cartoony characters with recordings,
personal items, and real-life background, I was able to present my personal world to my
audience through both a documentary and fictional lens, and to start a conversation
beyond time and space with my audience.
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INTRODUCTION
To communicate with the audience, a director has to first ignore them. This may
sound paradoxical, as conventional wisdom usually emphasizes communication between
the audience and the filmmaker. However, through the process of filmmaking, I found
that always prioritizing audience may limit the artist’ ability to convey her or himself.

I used to believe that to start a conversation with my audience meant that I must take
into consideration exactly how to convey my ideas and experiences to people who had
very different backgrounds from me. I thought it was crucial to consider how specific
parts of a narration might evoke certain reactions from audience members with different
cultures, experiences and histories, and how particular techniques might affect their
response. However, this objective had been particularly difficult for me due to my
identity as a bisexual female artist from China. I had found the need to always try and
express myself using a universal language to make things clear. With this in mind, I have
struggled to find a balanced method to tame my anxiety induced by the conflict between
wanting to please or provoke an audience, and yet still express my true artistic ideas.
Therefore, my understanding of the relationship between the artist and the audience plays
a significant role in my decision-making. However, this understanding has undergone a
transformation through the journey of making my thesis film.
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Many ask themselves the question, “who needs art?” Or, in our case, who needs
animation? Is it legitimate to say, "I only make animations to please myself"? Or, will it
sound snobbish if I say, "I did it because I want the audience to like it"? These are two
sensible answers, especially when it comes to commercial work. But in my perspective,
both ways would not last long if the artist could not balance the weight between "selfexpression" and public examination.

Like my favorite director Andrei Tarkovsky puts it, "I simply cannot believe that an
artist can ever work only for the sake of 'self-expression'. Self-expression is meaningless
unless it meets with a response." (40)

Artists are indeed driven by their emotions. It is their motivation to express
themselves that pushes them into the field of creation. However, a work that is selfserving is nothing but a one-way conversation, making an audience feel either confused
or detached while watching it. But from the experience of making my film, I find that
working to please the audience is also not the best way.

I started my thesis project with a heavy focus on the audience. I forced myself to
consider adding social values into the film, which turned the characters into mere
symbols without depth and personality. The simplification of the characters went against
my original intention to truthfully communicate with the viewers.
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During my first animatic, the 2D and stop-motion parts were so divided because I
was worried that the viewers might think that I was not taking advantage of the animation
process if I used too many real-life pictures. It turns out that these concerns were only the
reflection of my low self-esteem. I misunderstood the sequence between action and reaction. Only after the artist takes the action, can the audience react to the work. In other
words, by overestimating her or his ability to predict an audience’s reactions, an artist
cannot achieve the goal of pleasing them. This approach only creates more
misunderstanding.

After this epiphany, I stopped focusing solely on satisfying the audience. Instead, I
decided to write my narration in my mother tongue and lean on my expertise in mixedmedium to create a unique visual style. This approach successfully attracted the attention
and appreciation of viewers at my film’s screening, which for me, confirms the aesthetic
choices that I made. In the rest of my thesis paper, I’ll go through the details of my whole
process of making my film and explain how my concerns of communicating with the
audience shaped my artistic styles.
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REVIEW OF RESEARCH
I studied Political Science in my undergraduate studies and that had a profound
impact on my way of thinking. That training has given me a unique perspective for
observing the world and inspecting my personal experience. When I started this project, I
have left the academic world for a while, but I maintained an interest in the news and
recent sociological research. My passion on these topics has had a great impact on my
filmmaking process in various ways.

The first animation I made at RIT was about cyberbullying. There are two reasons
behind this decision - my personal experience of being cyberbullied during that time, and
more importantly, the controversial debate on cyberbullying over the social media. Is
there freedom of speech that could be a proper excuse for bullying and harassing other
people on the online communities?

Similarly, once I started working on a workshop film. I came up with the idea
because I read some news about a man working in the IT industry who jumped from the
top of the company building and committed suicide. I wanted to explore the reason
behind his action – the force that had pushed a well-educated bourgeois man to the edge
of collapse. For quite a long time, my social media homepages were full of posts and
articles trying to explain the pressure of surviving in such a brutal competitive social
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environment, and how easy it was to destroy a grown-up’s faith in life. Therefore, my
workshop film was a metaphor for the absurdity of living in modern society.

There is a pattern in my film making. It always starts from an intent of investigating
social issues, and ends up delivering a personal story.

When it came to my thesis film, I was influenced by Susan Sontag’s theory on
photography and observation in early 2018. In her book On Photography, she states that:

“Photographs alter and enlarge our notions of what is worth looking at and what we
have a right to observe. […] Photographs really are experience captured, and the camera
is the ideal arm of consciousness in its acquisitive mood” (3-4)

From there, I realized that as the creator, I hold the power and the tools to
materialize my consciousness, and defining my own way of observation.

During the same time, my friend from high school was taking a summer course
about sex and sexual studies in Hong Kong. She sent me a copy of a book called
Shanghai Lala, which was a sociological research on lesbian communities in Chinese
urban areas (Kam). The author, Lucetta Yip Lo Kam, mentions that the lesbian groups in
China are invisible because the culture refuses to recognize the fact that female could
initiate sex. This cultural prejudice against female sexuality contributes to the symbolic
erasure of female homosexuality in public imagination. Therefore, first-person accounts
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of same-sex relationships, especially relationships between females, are necessary, and
should be brought to the public spotlight more often (5).

I was aware of my sexual orientation right after I went to college. But before I read
this book, I never found it necessary to come out to my parents and emphasize my
identity as a bisexual female. Back then, my primary goal was to protect myself and
avoid any potential conflicts with my parents. The book raised my consciousness about
how my identity and my personal stories could evoke the public’s awareness of female
homosexuality. I felt that my voice was needed by the LGBTQ communities in China.
This book foreshadowed my future decision, in which I decide to come out to my mom,
and build my thesis film around this synthesis. Although I did not let my film go into the
direction of identity-politics-art, Shanghai Lala surely influenced me in the early stage of
pre-production.

As for the visual style, I was enlightened by the following films:

The first one was Charlie Tyrell’s My Dead Dad’s Porno Tapes. I got my inspiration
of mixed media approach from this film in which Tyrell used his father’s personal items
to film the pixilation section.

Another animation was Maoning Liu’s Me and the Magnet and a Dead Friend. The
film tells the stories about his poetic childhood memories and ended with his friend’s
tragic death. He revealed in an interview that the friend in his film did not actually die in
10

real life. He said he had a memory of seeing a child drown in the lake, but he did not
know the kid in person. The reason he made this edit was that he thought only the death
could represent the tremendous sorrow of watching the childhood fade away (Liu, “A
Sudden Extinguishment of Childhood”).

I saw his film in July 2019, and read this interview around May 2020. I was
struggling with the story structure at that time, and could not decide whether I should be
truthful to the facts, or there was still some room for maneuver. His interview encouraged
me on adapting what had happened in real life, rather than making my animation entirely
a tedious documentary piece.

I also found it inspiring to watch Lei Lei’s animations. He likes to add distinct
Chinese elements in his films. For example, in his film Pear or Alien (Lei), he used
Chinese exercise books as his background, which could immediately draw back every
Chinese audience’s school memories in the early 2000s. Meanwhile, for those who are
not familiar with the cultural background, that element does not disrupt the watching
experience at all, because it blends with the art style so well that it only makes his art
work unique. I did a lot of research on his films, and attended his personal exhibition in
Ottawa International Animation Festival 2019. I did not adapt his practice or the
techniques he used in his film into my animation, but every time when I was stuck on a
shot, I would pull out one of his clips and watch them over and over again and I would
always find a solution in the end.
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PROCESS
In the Middle of Nowhere
Some ten years ago, when I was in high school, my friend gave me a Moleskine
pocket journal as a birthday gift. Since then, I have kept this as a habit. I buy myself a
monthly planner by the end of each year and write down all my random thoughts and
inspired events on it.

As I was typing down notes for this documentation of my thesis, I was able to look
back to what I wrote in those journals. To my surprise, I discovered that I came up with
the initial idea way before I could even notice.

Back in early 2018, the #MeToo movement swept the entire world. The western
media might not have wildly reported that, but China had also joined this global
campaign. It started with one real-name post on Weibo. The post recounted the
experience of a woman who got sexually harassed by her professor 12 years ago while
she was still in college. Soon after that, more and more students shared their experiences
and triggered the #MeToo movement throughout the Chinese campuses. During that
time, there was a rise in feminist studies and debates on the Chinese internet. Meanwhile,
as the campaign kept brewing on prestigious universities, a sensational protest took place
in my alma mater - the Renmin University of China. About sixty students blocked the
door of a classroom, asked the professor who had been accused of sexual harassment to
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resign. In the following week, multiple students received warning letters from the school
and were called by the head of their departments for attending the protest. Later on,
Weibo removed “MeToo” tag from its Hashtag listing (RFA, “The Ongoing Chinese
#MeToo Movement”).

I wrote down this in my monthly planner:

"Crafting a story about female identity or the barrier that a woman has to face while
growing up in China."

Looking back at these words, I realize that it was inevitable for me to choose the
mother-daughter relationship as my thesis. Even though the main idea changed a lot
along through the long and painful production process, my interest in feminism guided
me through the early stage of pre-production.

In late September 2018, I went to the Ottawa International Animation Festival with
my classmates. During the screening, one student animation drew my attention. The film
was Charlie Tyrell’s My Dead Dad's Porno Tapes. The short documentary tells the
director's own story, in which he tries to uncover a better understanding of his deceased
father. I was not fascinated by the storyline but the unique style of this film. The director
uses a vast amount of VHS footage as the body of the documentary. In addition, he
interviewed his relatives and wrote his own narrations, using the lines to arrange the path
of the film. But what makes his film stand out is his use of stop-motion and 2D animation
13

as a way to visualize the narrations. By using recordings and real objects, he introduces
his father’s personal life to the audience in a more direct and affective way. Personal
items contain unique experiences; thus, they contribute a documentary sensibility to the
film, which fictional characters and recreated art works couldn’t achieve. Meanwhile, his
use of 2D animation in the investigation part, where he discovers the causes of his
father’s death, eases the heaviness of the topic, and adds a layer of humor to his film.

Before I went to RIT, I majored in International Studies and Journalism. I didn't
receive any systemic aesthetic training in my early years, and everything related to
concept art and hand-drawing backgrounds was a challenge to me. I took the Concept and
Character Design class in Spring 2018. Even though I put a lot of time and effort into that
class, I got a B by the end of the semester. Because I felt that this was such a knockdown,
I decided to do my workshop film in stop-motion. I did have great enthusiasm for stopmotion, but I had to admit, the main reason for me making this choice was that I was
worried if I made a 2D animation, it would end up unfinished and unprofessional. I
cringed away from the challenge and, to be honest, still have not overcome it. As the
third semester reached the end, I was concerned I would not be able to finish my thesis
film in 2D all by myself. I was bothered by my low self-esteem, lack of confidence and
anxiety, and was desperate for way out. That is when Charlie Tyrell's film lightened my
sight. All of a sudden, I saw a second path in front of me that I could make an animation
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with different techniques - 2D, stop-motion, pixilation, live-action - as long as they all
mixed well together and served my idea.

This was invigorating inspiration, that really helped build up the framework for my
thesis film. There were also two more personal things that had significant impact on my
decision-making.

At the end of 2018, I started a relationship that was quite different from ones that I
had been in before. Of course, I always knew my sexual orientation was bisexual, but I
never found it necessary to come out to my parents because none of my intimate
relationships had lasted longer than two years. For the first time in my life, I was in a
very meaningful relationship, and I knew that it was inevitable that I would confront my
parents about it sometime in the near future.

Soon after the New Year, I took a trip with my family in January 2019 to Japan. We
made detailed travel plans and hoped it would be another unforgettable trip like what we
had in the past. But, unfortunately, out of our expectations, the entire two weeks were a
disaster. My mom and I were constantly fighting, and we both found it hard to get along
with my dad. As a result, when the winter break ended, I was tortured by the suffocating
atmosphere within my family.

One way or another all these factors - from my emotional internal world to the
aggressive external stimulus – pushed me in the direction of making this film. The desire
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to teach a lesson, or impose my personal view on an audience, was not, in any way, part
of my initial drive. On the contrary, the primary purpose of making my thesis film was to
help myself. It was almost like a psychological therapy, or a journey of self-discovery. I
was facing the chaos around me and desperately trying to find my way through the maze
of possibilities contained in my uncertain future and I converted this experience of selfexploration into the process of making a very personal film.

Film: Untitled
For a long time, my film did not have a title. It was not because I had difficulty
making choices, but because both my professor and I could not set a clear vision for the
central idea of my film.

In my rough proposal, the film was called 26. That was the age my mom got
married, and coincidentally, I was going to graduate at the same age - even though that
did not happen as expected since the Covid-19 pandemic broke out. I wanted to use the
number to indicate that we were facing these enormous changes at this particular stage of
our lives, but our path diverged due to our personalities and social backgrounds.

However, as the concept kept developing, I wanted to get rid of the social impact
factor. I was very resistant to including too many social topics in my film because it
would make my work sound like preaching rather than communicating. When the artist
leans to the side of explaining themselves too much, they often disrupt the flow of
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naturally presenting their inner world to an audience. As a result, the framework
narrowed down to the exploration of who my mom truly is as an individual. I changed the
title from 26 to a much concrete one - She Breaks the Rules. I wrote down several
potential interview questions and relevant stories that I thought could support my
hypothesis that my mom was a rule-breaker. After I gathered all the materials and
paperwork, I brought my thesis proposal to the committee. I was nervous about the
reactions I might get from them. Compared with other students' proposals - clear,
straightforward, with a narrative storyline - mine only describes possible approaches;
what I would get from the interview was still up in the air. Unsurprisingly, the committee
expressed their concerns. The feedback was mainly about three issues: What was the
visual look of my thesis film? Could the focus be more on the parental relationship
between my mom and me? And most importantly, if the interview did not go well, was
there another way to finish the film on time?

With the kind support from my thesis advisor, Peter Murphey, I insisted that this
was the only story I would like to make for my thesis film. After careful consideration,
Tom Gasek greatly influenced the committee’s response by describing my project as "a
leap of faith". Ultimately, they gave me approval with conditions that required me to
have a strong structure for my film by the end of August 2019 to start pre-production in
the following semester. Otherwise, I would have to take a leave of absence to keep
working on the story structure.
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I was more than excited to accept this offer. First, I sent out the paperwork to my
thesis committee and carefully overwrote my interview questions under their suggestions.
Then, full of hope, I went back to China in May 2019, thinking my mom and I would
have a better understanding of each other when the summer ended.

Yet, something unexpected happened. What transpired, reasonable in a sense but
beyond expectation, was that I came out to my mom, and we fell out hard. The biggest
conflict we met was exactly like what Kam described in her work:

“one recurring theme that emerged over the course of my interviews was the conflict
between lala women’s desire to have same-sex relationships and the familial expectation
for them to get married. […] Lala women are denied recognition as autonomous sexual
subjects in Chinese culture. […] Women’s sexuality is not recognized under the cultural
belief of a male-active/female-passive sexual model. […] In such a culture, […] it is
tremendously difficult for non-heterosexual women to be recognized as active sexual
subjects. […] A lala woman has to come out not only as a homosexual subject, but also
as foremost as a legitimate and autonomous sexual subject.” (6)

As I mentioned earlier, I was in a serious relationship and did not want to hide that
from my parents anymore. Coming out to them seemed to be just a matter of time. Only I
planned to do so after I finished my film; instead, the whole thing became the turning
point of my thesis. I had to adapt to the new situation and documented the conversations,
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or more accurately, confrontation, between my mom and me. Now in retrospect, I have
every reason to believe that my determination to accomplish the film prevented me from
getting depressed. One morning after a bitter and furious quarrel, my mom rushed out of
her room and brought out some pieces of my birth hair. Holding this pledge of the
parenthood she suddenly burst into tears, crying in despair, but at the end of the day also
promised to stand by my side and let me go on my own way. I somehow restored my
rationality, and even though I was also heartbroken at that time, I kept my recorder
running and recorded every word we said in this special moment. and not surprisingly the
birth hair ended up being the highlight of my story. I then began to arrange my story
structure around this incident. And from here, I realized that the tone of my thesis had
already changed. It was no longer a story about the identity of my mom nor the motherdaughter relationship. It suddenly had something more universal to share with the
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audience: the meaning of love, understanding, compassion and acceptance.

Figure 1. Birth hair

Pre-production and Animatic
One significant challenge I had during the pre-production is that I was so worried
that the audience would not understand the cultural background of my film.

Unlike many other thesis animations, I built my story structure from recordings and
conversations with my mom. The first problem I met was I could not decide whether to
narrate my film in Chinese or English. Considering all the recordings are in Chinese, it
seems completely natural to have a Chinese narration. But on the other hand, I was so
worried that with so many subtitles, the audience would feel hard to catch up with the
details on the screen. I spent so much time writing and rewriting the scripts. The lines
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were sometimes in Chinese, then next time, it was in English. As I showed my first
animatic to my thesis committee, I got feedback that they find it difficult to follow the
English subtitles when there were so many pieces of information on the screen at the
same time, which made me consider translating the script to English again. By the end of
2019, I was still trapped in the language dilemma issue. There was even a time when I
told Professor Murphey, I wanted to hire an English native speaker to do the narrations
for me (I am so glad he rejected the proposal). It was not until mid-2020 that I finally said
to myself, "Forget about the audience. I should just write in the way I was most
comfortable with."

This decision lightened the burden of being overwhelmed by my concerns about my
audience’s social backgrounds and language barriers. It also made it much easier for me
to write more fluently once I was set on writing in my mother tongue instead of jumping
between different languages. In hindsight, my concerns about language actually delayed
me for a very long time from completing my film. It now appears that my worries were
also unfounded, since according to the feedback I received later at the screenings, the
audience had no problem understanding my story.

Another block I encountered that also related to my concerns about the audience,
had to do with the proper tone for delivering the story.
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When I came back from China, carrying with tons of recordings to work on, I found
it challenging to summarize a clear storyline from random talks. My advisor and I tried
several approaches. He suggested that I should dig into the social factors behind my
mother's actions and expand the theme to the cultural context. To further explore the
topic, I read a book called Shanghai Lala, a sociology research about the lesbian
community in Shanghai, China (Kam). It proved to me that my thesis film was
meaningful and representative. But as I was digging in a little further, I could not help but
feel that everything I did was too intentional, and every detail was set up with a specific
purpose. After careful consideration, I finally decided to say “no” to this option.

Later on, I decided to focus on the disagreements between my mom and me. Starting
from the fact that she could not accept my sexual orientation. I sorted this puzzle out by
searching for representative events from my memories, aiming to explain her reactions to
my coming-out. I wrote down a list of events in my notebook and arranged them based
on their relevance. Finally, I picked three of them and weaved them into a story. The
three events were: a) I refused to wear dresses when I was in kindergarten, while my
mom would try every way to force me wear feminine clothing; b) my middle school
required every girl to have short hairstyles, my mom was so angry about this policy, but I
found it was a rightful reason for me to have a boyish look; c) I received a love letter
from a girl when I was in high school, I was panicked because she mistook me as a boy
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and I did not want to break her heart. Once I had the structure done, I finished my draft
narration within a week and completed the first animatic by the end of Fall 2019.

I tend to overthink the audience’s reactions. I can become easily hesitant if I think
they won’t immediately understand anything that I put on the screen. Of course, it is
essential to build a connection with the audience, but that does not mean the artist has to
compromise to the public taste. Only when artists are genuine to their true emotions can
their arts have the power to build the connections. The great Russian director, Andrei
Tarkovsky gives this example in his book Sculpting in Time:

“In the course of my work I have noticed time and again, that if the external
emotional structure of a film is based on the author’s memory, when impressions of his
personal life have been transmuted into screen images, then the film will have the power
to move those who see it.” (83)

When artists are afraid of nonacceptance, they will start dissimulating and doubting
themselves. They will hold back their feelings and memories. From that moment, they
surrender their power of creating. This idea gave me great clarity and confidence and
helped me sort out a number of issues with my film in the fall of 2019.

In January 2020, with most of my pre-production finished, I got on a plane back to
China planning to finish the stop-motion shots of my film while at home. I did not expect
that the whole world would be changed by Covid shortly after my plane touched down.
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Covid and a Different Production Process
Two weeks after I arrived in China, the Covid Virus broke out in Wuhan. By the
time it was the Chinese New Year, I can remember myself sitting in front of the TV,
where I would usually be focusing on the Spring Festival Gala. Instead, terrible news and
short videos popped up on social media - my home country had become an epicenter of a
dangerous viral outbreak. Then, only three days later, President Trump announced that
everyone who had been to China in the past 14 days would not be allowed to enter the US
border except US citizens and green-card holders. I did not change my returning ticket,
probably because I thought the crisis would pass within a few months. It was not until the
cities started to lock down one after another, shops remained closed for months, and more
and more countries announced travel bans, that I finally realized that my life, same as
many others in the world, had been changed forever.

I did not begin filming until late March. Part of the reason was that the equipment
was stuck on the way for nearly six weeks because the government stopped all logistics
services to contain the virus. Another reason was that the lockdown forbade me from
going out or visiting relatives, as most of my personal belongings were kept in my aunt's
old house. I was not able to collect them for shooting during that time.

The very first animation I finished was the opening shot. Unlike what was designed
in my early animatic, I changed the entire scene from 2D animation to pixilation, mainly
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because I had found more interesting items to shoot than I had first imagined. For
example, I found my mom's old recorder, which she used when she worked for a
newspaper. I thought it would be a good idea to introduce the story with a clip of her
voice saying "my education was a failure", then having a sea of my personal documents
flushed the recorder away and showed the film title.

Figure 2. Early concept for the opening shot
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Figure 3. Still from opening shot

I finished that scene within a week. The majority of the shots were filmed on twos,
but for certain parts where I wanted to create an ease-in effect, I would shoot on ones in
order to give myself more control on timing and spacing. The most difficult shot was one
that had grass. After the title “Hold Me” fades into white, several pieces of grass enter the
screen from both sides and cover the screen. I cut out several pieces from a large sheet of
artificial grass. However, due to its weight and material, I found it was extremely hard to
animate the “flipping” actions. I attached three thick wires underneath the grass to control
its height. In order to save my time from removing the rigs, I adjusted its positions frame
by frame. I tried my best to let the grass cover the wires without making the animation
stiff. It was very challenging, but fun at the same time. I adapted what I learned from the
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2D animation class, using my understanding of how posing could change the entire
animation.

I also made my final decision on the film title at the same time. During the
lockdown, I spent a tremendous amount of time with my parents. Even before college, I
would go to school in the daytime and only spent 8 hours or so with them per day.
However, during the pandemic, we were together 24 hours a day, 7 days a week! I
created my first animatic with great sorrow because I used to believe I would eventually
leave this family and start a brand-new life with someone I love. But instead, a longdistant relationship was hard to maintain, my girlfriend and I were constantly having
arguments, and every time after a fight, I would talk with my mom seeking help. To my
surprise, my mom offered me genuine advice and took the relationship seriously. This
new situation made me rethink the tone of my film. I no longer felt the bitterness of
nostalgia. Instead, what took over was my longing for companionship. Therefore, I
changed my title from If You Were Ready (just go your own way) to what my mom said
to me in one of the recordings - to Hold Me. By changing the title, I switched the tone
and perspective here. Before, the film was about my destined way to leave the family;
now, it was my longing for home and kinship.

I stopped my shooting for a couple of months because my visa was about to expire
in August. I wrote several emails to Professor Gasek around June, discussing potential
options for saving tuition fees while maintaining my student status. During this period, I
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was lucky enough to get a job in a renowned stop-motion studio in Hangzhou, which
helped me because it let me register for an RIT co-op for the Fall of 2020. However, the
downside of this decision was that I had to work on commercial projects for this studio
from late June to November and did not have enough time to do my own thesis work.
Nonetheless, when I left the job and returned home from Hangzhou, I was able to quickly
finish the rest of my stop-motion shots and have a Zoom meeting with my advisor.

We went through the production together and discussed my plan for going back to
Rochester around March 2021. Since the travel ban remained active, I decided to make a
detour through Singapore in mid-February 2021, stay there for 14 days, and then fly to
the US at the beginning of March. But this plan had a problem. My production schedule
would be very tight because I could barely animate anything while staying in Singapore.
However, this was the only way for me to return to Rochester before graduation. So, with
concerns but mostly excitement, I accepted the challenge and finally arrived in the US on
March 6, 2021.
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Things after that were a series of intense work adjustments based on new
circumstances. I had to cut quite a lot of 2D animation due to the lack of time. For
instance, there was supposed to be a hand-drawn character in the "sewing the sweep net"
scene, the video footage was going to have some rotoscope line works on it, and the
characters in the collage sequence were supposed to be colored and shaded. All of these
animations, along with a number of others, had to be dropped.

Figure 4. Early character designs

But there were other modifications that were done to save time that ended up
improving the film. One was a dreaming scene where I said, "my mom sent me on my
way, and I had a dream on the plane." In my animatic, that scene was going to be done
with completely hand-drawn scenery shots. I made the last change based on the critique
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from my committee. They pointed out that an entirely 2D scene was a bit “off” because
the rest of the film was mixed with at least two animation styles. I accepted their advice
and made it a pan shot with collage art. I found those assets from a collection of old
Chinese advertisements and posters. The texture and the linework provided that shot with
a unique style that could fit perfectly with the "dream" theme.

What deserves to be mentioned is that I also added three elements from my
childhood into that shot. It was a statue, a children's slide, and an ice-cream stand. Those
three items came from some old photos I took 12 years ago. It was an interesting
experience to recollect those fragments of my childhood memory in such a special way.

Figure 5. Collage Art Background

The ending sequence of my film creates a flow of media transitions. It starts from
2D animation (collage arts) to pixilation, to live action footage, and ends up with 2D
animation again. From the aspect of story structure, it represents the transformation from
my surreal dream to my real life. I picked old video footage of my mom holding my hand
and looking back at the camera as the most important moment. By repeating and slowing
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down that footage over and over again, I deconstructed the action into one simple image
– (she) holds me.

Figure 6. Ending sequence

The entire ending sequence was elevated to the next level by the music and sound
effects. I did not start seeking for composers or sound designers until late March, so
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everything related to sound was finished in a very limited time. The SoFA department
holds an Artists Call Meeting every semester to help musicians and filmmakers
collaborate on their works. But due to the Covid-19 restrictions, the meeting was carried
online. This new adjustment created a difficult situation for the collaborations, because
the artists were only allowed to give oral presentations online without sharing any video
or music clips. Therefore, I could not learn what the composers’ personal styles were
during the meeting. Fortunately, there was also an information sheet sent before the
meeting date. I looked up each composer’s personal website, and reached out to Maxwell
Ruscio the night before the meeting. To my surprised, he had an insight on my film and
related to the story because he also went through the similar situation with his mom. We
had a phone call the next day, and he agreed to compose for my film without any
hesitation. About a week later, he sent me a short demo that he created for my film. In
that 10-second piano piece, he delivered emotions that were so accurate that I
immediately realized that he was the right person.

However, the sound designs were not working well at the beginning. Most shots of
my film greatly relied on the sound effects, which made a sound designer essential for the
completion of my film. I waited for a week after the Artists Call Meeting, but no one
reached out to me. I also sent emails to three students on the list that I felt they would be
suitable for my film, but I did not get any reply from them. In the end, I had to contact the
sound designer who had worked on my workshop film two years ago. But since she had
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already graduated from the university, she had a tight schedule to work on my film. The
first draft I received from her was terrible, and I was under a lot of pressure during that
time since it was only three weeks before the screening. But luckily, after a detailed and
serious discussion with her, the second version was improved tremendously. Although
the final sound mixing still had some room to be improved, I was able to put together a
strong emotional piece with the help of sound and music.

The final editing was also a challenging task. The use of mixed media also means
extra work on the editing and compositing. Usually, when working on an independent 2D
animation film, the artist would work under a defaulted production pipeline. From the
character designs to background designs, storyboards to animatic, rough animation to
clean ups and coloring, and finally effects. Once they have a picture lock, the duration
would not likely be changed in the future. But in my case, picture lock was the most
difficult task because I could not foresee the duration of my live action scenes. Only after
I finished editing the video footage and inserting it into my animatic, along with other 2D
and stop motion scenes, would I know if the timing was correct. Another challenge was
the compositing. For example, the scene of my character fighting with my mom’s hand
had gone through several processes. First, I finished the animatic as a reference and
imported it as a video reference layer in Dragonframe, then I filmed the hand over a
white background. Later, I created an image sequence in After Effects and removed the
background of the hand and exported a video clip with transparent background. After
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that, I imported this pixilated animation of the hand into TVPaint, and drew the 2D
animation above it. Finally, I added the background and the paper cut out effects for the
2D character in After Effects and composite all the three elements (hand, 2D character
and background) together.

Figure 7. The scene of “Fighting with the hand”

This was such a time-consuming process. I started my final editing three days before
the screening. In the end, I had to work 30 hours without any sleep to finish the film on
time. After I uploaded the final version online, I could barely move my body and slept for
almost 12 hours.
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EVALUATION
My screening was scheduled on May 9th, 2021. Due to Covid, the screening was
done partially online and partially in person. The general feedback I got from the
audience was mainly focused on the use of mixed mediums and the emotional buildups.
Many audience members described my film as “powerful, heartfelt and moving.” They
were impressed by the art style. They thought my use of real footage and voice recording
was very touching, and the visuals could keep them engaged the whole time.

The online format was not ideal for presenting the film, since the imperfection of
sound mixing, visual effect and the aspect ratio were disguised. Fortunately, I received
some helpful feedback from a friend, who was able to watch the film in its intended form
at the Wegmans Theater:

-

In the collage sequence, there were dead silence between each section of my mom’s
voice recording, which could be disturbing to the viewer.

-

In the scene after the collage sequence, the 2D characters was not colored with
shading, which caused the characters to look unfit with real world photos when
showing on a big screen. In one extreme close-up shot, the scene may look
unfinished to some viewers.

This feedback was much appreciated, since it was essential for me to improve my
film in order to submit it into film festivals, where the animation will be played on big
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screens. Other than the imperfections mentioned above, I received lots of positive
comments on my art style and storytelling. One person said: “I enjoyed the mix of all the
mediums you chose. The real footage and voice recording was very touching.” Professor
Blanchard stated that she would “not able to speak without sobbing,” and she was also
happy to see that I decided to make certain adaptions in the shots that we had discussed
during the committee meeting, which was such a compliment to me.

The most applauded aspect of my film was the emotional connection I created
through the efforts to overcome my weak points and being genuine with my deepest
internal emotions. I was grateful that the viewers were able to appreciate and be moved
by the effort I made to transmute my impressions of my personal story into screen
images. In addition, I have to express my respect and thankfulness to one viewer who
said: “That falling tea leaf in the glass… incredible!” Since this scene was right after the
intense collage sequence which my mom was criticizing my homosexuality, I wanted to
create a silence moment for the audience to digest their emotions. Therefore, I added this
tea leaf shot, because when tea leaves fall to the bottom of the cup, it usually means that
the tea has been brewed for a long time. I used this detail to suggest the passage of time,
and also added a slow camera shake in After Effects to give an unstable status to the shot.
Seeing someone who was impressed by this shot was such a surprise to me. I would say
to that person, “You are my bosom friend, because you were moved by what was also my
favorite shot in the film.” This showed a perfect example of how my impressions of my
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personal life could have the power to move the audience and cross the boundary of
culture and languages.

Figure 8. The falling tea leaves
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CONCLUSION
My production experience and the final feedback proves that it is necessary to
ignore the audience during their production, and not to be consumed by the wish of
pleasing the general public. The key of initiating a conversation and building emotional
connections with the audience is to overcome self-serving narcissism, and to transmute
the artist’s internal world into the external emotional structure of a film with honesty and
integrity.

Like what was told by Susan Sontag in On Photography, “photographs are as much
an interpretation of the world as paintings and drawings are.” (7) I want to say that it is
the same for film. A director depicts his or her interpretation of the world to an audience
within a limited time, hoping to start a conversation with them. That is when the screen
moves out, and the complex reality comes to us.

My understanding of the relationship between the director and the audience has
deepened significantly. After making my thesis film, I’m no longer overly concerned
with the reaction of my audience or devoting all my time to attempting to explain my
stories to them. Instead, I tried to pay more attention to the artistic process itself to make
a genuinely good film. All my decisions regarding the use of mixed mediums and
Chinese narrations contributed greatly to a well-refined final product. The feedback I got
from the audience stands as an evidence that artists must not be overwhelmed by the idea
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of pleasing their audience. Only in this way, can an artist’s anxieties be cast aside and
true communication with an audience can begin through creation.

Finishing this film was not only an academic achievement, but also led to my
personal growth. After revealing my sexual identity to my family, I no longer need to
pretend in front of them. We were able to communicate with each other more honestly,
which brings us closer as a family.

I would not recommend anyone to work their thesis in my way. My animatic was
constantly changing; I did not have a picture lock until late March because I needed to
compose my stop-motion shots and 2D shots together; I did not even have a character
model sheet because, for nearly a year, I thought my main character was going to be a
stop-motion puppet.

I can see that the 2D animation parts of my film were not finished in a more
professional way in which it could have been. But on the other hand, it has certain
importance for me as a record of my attempts in practicing different animation styles, and
I was able to develop my personal style through the process.

At this point, I would still question myself as to how this film would have looked
like if the Covid lockdowns did not happen? Would it have been better or worse?
However, I cannot answer this question because my animation was so related to my life
and I will never again be that same person before the pandemic began. I transmuted my
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impressions and reactions of my life into screen images with honesty, and I hope it will
stand the test of time.
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APPENDIX

She Breaks the Rules (working title)
Animated Thesis Film
Linge Liu

Approved for Submission by: ___________________
__________________________________
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Log Line:
An animated documentary about a rule-breaking mom and her embarrassed daughter.
Treatment:
My mom always broke the rules, yet she always tried to hide this from me and always
wanted me to follow the rules. This film will explore the reasons why. I want to depict
how I see my mom’s contradicting behaviors and attitudes, how she has affected me
and how we view each other. This will take the form of a documentary, with
commentary and narration. I will be using audio from conversations with my mother
and other family members that I will record over the summer. I will be applying a mixed
media visual approach, which will combine photographs, video, pixilation and hand
drawn animation.
One inspiration for this approach is the film, “My Dead Dad’s Porno Tapes” by Charlie
Tyrell:
https://www.nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000005675688/my-dead-dads-pornotapes.html
I don’t know what I will discover yet, so my approach to this film will be similar to
traditional documentary work. I will set up a theme, framework, and a set of questions,
then I will gather information. After doing my interviews and research, I will adjust
and respond to what I have found out.
Here are some of the questions I will be asking:

QUESTIONS
For my relatives:
1. Do you think my mom is a successful woman in her career/family/life?
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do you think my mom make the right choice of her job?
Do you think my mom like to obey the rules? Did she benefit from breaking/obeying them?
Do you think my mom sacrificed herself for her siblings/parents/husband/child?
Do you think my mom could have a better life if she lived alone?
How much do you appreciate my mom?
How much do you like my mom?
Are you proud of my mom? Why? (for my grandparents)

9. What kind of role do you think my mom is playing among her family and siblings?
10. Have you ever had an argument with my mom? If yes, what happened and what was the reason?
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11. Etc…

For my mom:
1. After my birth, when did you get back to work? Did you have any troubles during that time?
2. Do you feel regret marrying my dad?
3. Have you ever imagined you would have a better life if you didn’t make ______ decisions?
4. Why you choose to let your parents take care of me when I was little? Will you do the same thing
if you had a second chance?
5. Do you remember once you crossed the road on red light and you waited for me at the other side
waiting for green light? Later you said to me, good kid like you won’t be able to survive here.
6. I failed my math class during my freshman year, do you remember you suggested me giving a gift
to the teacher to ask her to change my final grade?
7. You spent a year in Japan as a transfer teacher, how did you feel when you came back to China?
8. Do you think I will be more successful than you?
9. Do you think I’m less successful if I returned to my hometown rather than found a job in big
cities/abroad?
10. You always say you want me to live a easier life. How would you define “easier”?
11. Etc…

Here are some of the stories that might be used, as well as approaches
to the animation:
It was the day before or maybe after I got my driver license. My mom was driving me to
lunch, and we started talking about her driving skills. She is a good driver. Really good.
“I haven’t told you before, but I didn’t take any training or tests when I got my license.”
She said.
“What?” I was surprised, “then how did you get your license?”
“I was interviewing the head of the traffic department (my mom was a reporter). The
story got him some good feedback and attention, so he wanted to offer me something
as a gift. He asked me whether I would drive in the future or not, I said I was not sure.
Then he took me to the department, and I saw a police officer was taking the test for
me. They took a picture for me, and let me write down my information, then another
officer drove a car and finished the road test.
Twenty minutes later, I got my driver license.”
“That’s so cool! Why didn’t you tell me before?”
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She looked at me with an unbelievable expression on her face, “It’s not something good.
Besides, you would think I embarrass you because I didn’t follow the rules again.”
(above will be shown as 2D animation with narration of myself telling this story)

This part would be interviews with my relatives, I will ask them, “What kind of person do
you think my mom is?” I know my father thinks my mom never knows how to follow the
rules, and my cousin thinks my mom is good at playing with rules, their answers could
be really interesting.
I will put each person’s photo in the shot, and animate their answers below. The
animation will mainly be handwritings with some short animations, in order to present
their opinions in a visual and humorous way.
I will also show some of the events that embarrassed me growing up and how both my
mom and I recall them:
•

When we would go to the theater, my mom wouldn’t want to sit want to sit on her reserved
seat.

•

She doesn’t wear seat belt while driving or drive on the road properly.

•

She often crosses the road when the red light is on.

•

Argues with waiters when she thinks they don’t treat her well.

I will have a conversion with my mom about these memories. She probably remembers
these differently and I will try to depict those conflicting versions with the animation.
One approach might be to depict my memory of the scene as a still image that is drawn
in while the narration is going on (like a white board animation). Then, the entire image
or parts of it are erased and redrawn as her version of the story is told. We might see a
pixilated hand holding the pen as the drawings are being made.
People break rules for many reasons, I need to figure out my mom’s reason. Were there
any cultural reasons (my Mom was a college student during the Tiananmen
Square protests)?
Are there reasons related to her marriage, career, or family? My grandma didn’t think
highly about my dad, but my mom still got married with him. She didn’t follow the rules
as “woman should marry a rich and powerful guy”. She let her mom take care of me
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before I went to primary school. I only spent weekends with my parents. Instead of
taking care of me, she chose to work. Career always came first. Although, people
nowadays often think women should focus on breeding and return to their family. I
want to discover those rules that the society and culture put on women, and how my
mom breaks them (or follow them).
The sections that relate to my family history, will be depicted using family videos and
photos in. But instead of just playing the videos, I will use edits, and animate the photos
and objects. The animations will highly relate to the narration and the interviews.

While I don’t know yet how this film will end, one of the things I’d like to show is the
contrast
between my mom’s fear of embarrassing me by revealing her rule breaking side and my
realization that I’m always afraid of embarrassing myself. There is some shame I have
about her love for me, and I suspect that will play a role in the film’s ending.
Rationale:
When I was applying the animation program two years ago, I honestly only had very
limited knowledge about animation. Even though I watched various kinds of movies,
first thing comes to my mind when talking about animation would always be Disney.
Therefore, I thought I would most likely make a 2D hand drawing animation which tells a
narrative fairy tale in the end. However, my study at RIT showed me that animation
could be more than that. I tried 2D, stop motion puppet animation, pixilation, and even
live action. I want to touch all the possibilities of this type of art form and develop my
own voice from them. When I saw “My Dead Dad’s Porno Tapes” by Charlie Tyrell at
Ottawa International Animation Festival, I said to myself, “that’s something I want to try
in my thesis film.” With this thought, I started to think about the stories I want to tell.
First thing comes to my mind is my mom, or in another word, the relationship between
me and my mom. I always see my mom as a close friend to me rather than parent. But
our trip in Japan during the winter break changed my thought and pushed me to
reconsider the role she played in my life and it ended up making me realize that I never
saw her as an induvial before. I felt I would be regret not trying to understand her. If I
wanted to make a thesis film that is worthwhile and meaningful at this point, then that
should be it. Although making art about myself is not an enjoyable thing to do, it allows
me to look into my own soul and turn my constant rumination into work. The process of
making this film would be hard and miserable, but I couldn’t think up any story I want to
tell other than this one.
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Vision:
Here are some screenshots from “My Dead Dad’s Porno Tapes” to show the possible
visual look of my thesis film. My film will have a similar look like this, but not limited to
this form.
I will interview and record my parents and relatives during the upcoming summer break,
and visualize their voice by using 2D animation, pixilation and editing of family tapes.
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The way to present interviews and narrations.

Pixilation part.

Live footages from family tapes.
47

2D animation part.
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Budget
Category

items

Quantity

Budget

Notes

HARDWARE

Tripod

1

$ 200

Canon 5D Mark III

1

In kind

Already have

SD card

3

In kind

Already have

TASCAM DR-05

1

In kind

Already have

4T HD Drive

1

$ 100

LED lighting

3 to 4

$ 800

recorder

equipment
SOFTWARE

TVPaint Pro

Based on my research on B&H. Dracast, Genaray’s products are around $200
each.

1

$ 170

1 year

$ 50

Upgrade
Baidu Cloud Storage
FESTIVAL

Submitting fee

$ 300

CREW

Composer

In kind

Plan to find during Artist Call meeting.

Sound designer

In kind

Plan to find during Artist Call meeting.

OTHER

Printing (photos for

Canon KP-108IN ink

$ 30 * 7 =

I have a Canon CP1300 for use, the cost would be used for purchasing ink and

pixilation)

& paper set (108

210

paper.

$ 350

Based on my cost for my workshop film.

sheets/package)
Art Materials for
stop motion
Total

$ 2080
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Schedule

Including recordings, family videos and notes.
Show rough animatic at animatic night (around week 6), refine the animatic as well
as adjust recordings.
Finish during winter break, will build a studio for
shooting at my apartment.

Aug 2019
Organize Materials
Recording edit (rough)
Recording edit (refined)
Rough animatic
Refined animatic
Stop motion part shooting
Family video footages fill in
2D animation (rough)
2D animation (clean up)
2D animation (finished)
Picture lock
Sound design & music
Effects
Screening
Paper

Sep 2019

Oct 2019

Nov 2019

Dec 2019

Jan 2020

Feb 2020

Mar 2020

Apr 2020

March 1st

Start writing thesis paper around mid-April. Leave
audience feedbacks section to fill in after screening.
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